
Chap 3 HW pg 95-137 ???? 
Nature vs. Nurture 
We are born with certain abilities (nature) but how much we develop those abilities is up to the environment 
(nurture) 
Things influenced by nature that you might not have realized  

• How easily soothed an infant is 
• His or her emotional responsiveness 
• Tolerance for alcohol 

 
Continuity vs. Discontinuity? 
Is development a gradual change or do we progress through distinct stages  
 
Twin Studies  
Monozygotic: Identical twins, share 100% the same genes. 1 egg splits into two 
Dizygotic: Fraternal twins: Brothers or sisters that happen to be born at the same time.  2 eggs are fertilized at 
once.  Have roughly 50% the same genes 
 
The most useful twin studies are those in which identical twins have been raised apart from each other.  These 
studies have estimated that at least 50% of our personality and intelligence is inherited.  Environment can still 
play a huge role though.  For example in a study using adopted kids from parents with lower IQs.  If raised in 
a high achieving family, these child scored 15-20 points above kids raised by biological parents.  
 
Temperament Studies  
Temperament is a babies emotional excitability.  Studies show that although parents can over react to 
temperament there does seem to be a nature element to temperament.  Babies who are born difficult remain 
more difficult and vice versa. (three types 1. Easy 2. Difficult 3. Slow to Warm Up)  
 
Gender  
Social learning theory – assumes that children learn gender roles by observing and imitating others and by 
being rewarded and punished. (video – same baby, treated different depending on color of clothing) 
Gender schema theory – combines social learning theory with cognition.  Kids create a schema for gender then 
follow those rules.  Think of the girl who will only wear dresses at a young age or won’t cut her hair.   
 
Kids can become the gender police. “Only girls can wear pink” “Trucks are boy toys” 
 
Dominant vs. Recessive Genes 
Parents each contribute 1 to child.  Let’s look at hair color.  Mom is Blond (bb) dad is Brown but carries a 
recessive blond gene (Bb). What are the chances the baby will be blond?  ___________    four options 
 

 

 • Dominant – always displayed in present 
• Recessive – only displayed when paired with another recessive   

 



Ch 4 – Lifespan – prenatal through newborn HW pg 139 - 163 
 
Conception 
Women born with all eggs she will ever have, born with a lot more than she will ever need.  Males only start 
to produce sperm when they reach puberty and every 24 hours creates more.  Conception happens when one of 
about 200 million sperm joins with the egg.  The first two weeks are known as the germinal period.  
 
Prenatal Development 
Fewer than half of all zygotes (fertilized eggs) survive past two weeks. About 10 days after conception the 
cells attach to the uterine wall.  The outer part of the zygote becomes the placenta, the inner cells become the 
embryo.  During the next 6 weeks, organs form, heart begins to beat. Weeks 2-8 is known as the embryonic 
period.  
 
At 9 weeks the embryo becomes a fetus.  By month 6th stomach formed, fetus can hear and respond to sounds.  
After birth baby responds more positively to mom’s voice over all others. Week 9 – birth is known as the fetal 
period.  
 
The placenta transfers nutrients and oxygen from mother to fetus while trying to keep toxins out.  Some of 
these harmful agents (teratogens) such as viruses and drugs can be passed through.  Babies born to addicts 
exhibit withdrawal symptoms after birth,  AIDS can be passed to baby, and also nicotine if mom smokes.  
There is still debate as to the affect of things like mother’s stress during pregnancy on fetus development.   
 
There is no know safe amount of alcohol for pregnant mothers to drink.  1 in 750 infants are born with fetal 
alcohol syndrome (FAS).  It is visible by small, misproportional head and lifelong brain abnormalities.  FAS is 
the leading cause of mental retardation.  4 in 10 babies born to alcoholic mothers have FAS.  
 
Physical Development 
Cephalocaudal – (head to tail) development 
Proximodistal – (from center outward) development  
 
Newborn 
Babies are born with certain reflexes for survival. One of those is the rooting reflex for feeding.  If someone 
touches the check of a newborn, they will turn head and open mouth (root) in order to eat.  We are born 
preferring sounds and sights for social responsiveness.  (Will stare at things that look like faces longer – see 
book pic. Pg 143) ADD REFLEXES  
 
Brain development  
At birth you have about 23 billion neurons.  Remember your neurons grow thicker if used or prune away.  
From ages 3-6 frontal lobe begins to develop which allows rationale thinking.  (continues through 
adolescence).  
 
Put the following motor and verbal ability in order (I will give you the age at which it is achieved in a 
moment)  
_____ Walks alone, says several words   _____ Describes the difference between a bird and a dog 
_____ Turns head to follow moving objects  _____ Names penny, nickel, and dime 
_____ Climbs stairs; says many words  _____ Laces shoes 
_____ Sits alone for one minute; says “da da”  _____ Puts on shoes 
_____ Tells time to quarter-hour   _____ Runs; uses simple word combinations 
_____ walks while holding onto something 
_____  Tells how a baseball and orange, or a airplane and kite are alike 
 
 
 



Maturational Patterns 
The longer it takes an animal to develop early on, the most advanced it will become. 
(Example – some people raised a chimpanzee along with their own infant.  They decided to rear them exactly 
the same way.  At first, the monkey progressed faster than their son (could feed itself, obey parents, etc.) 
However, by age 2, the human child had overtaken the monkey in every aspect except physical strength.)  
 
Development within a species is orderly and specific; it has its own timetable and pattern 
(Ex. A child will begin walking somewhere between 9 and 15 months even if it is not “taught” to walk.  Even 
with constant practice the baby will only walk about 1 month earlier than if it is not trained.  The same applies 
other skills.) Identical twins usually hit physical milestones on the same day.  
 
Many toys on the market claim to increase a child’s intelligence more rapidly, but these should not be taken 
too seriously.  Babies definitely need stimulation and “play”, but certain development is simply a process of 
nerve cell growth and cannot be sped up. Without a stimulating environment, a baby may suffer.  With a 
stimulating environment it will proceed at its own pace, NOT EXCEED IT. 
 
Growth Cycles 
All of our parts do not grow at the same time. 
 (Ex. At age eight, _____% of the basic structure of the brain is complete, but the body has _____% left to go, 
and the reproductive system has _____% left to go!) 
Some teens have huge feet that they haven’t grown into yet. 
 
Cognition and Piaget  
Cognition refers to all the mental activities associated with thinking, knowing, remembering, and 
communication.  Piaget felt that children learned in spurts then moved through four distinct levels.  The stages 
and ages can overlap a little. Central to Piaget’s theory is the concept of adaption: the process of building 
schemas through direct interaction with the environment.  A schema is a specific structure, or organized way 
of making sense of an experience, that changes with age.  An example of a schema…A child goes to the zoo 
and sees a camel for the 1st time and says “horse.”  As time goes on her schema will change to understand the 
difference between the two animals.  We adjust our schemas through two processes.  First we assimilate:  
incorporating new experience into an old or existing schema.  Second we accommodate: adapting one’s 
schema to incorporate new information.  (Ex. Grandma trying to rewind a DVD thinking it is like a VHS tape 
(assimilate) then realizing DVD have chapters you can skip around (accommodate)  
 
Give an example for yourself for  
Assimilation: 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Accommodation: 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Piaget based his theory on the study of his own three children.    
 
Piaget’s theory of Cognitive Development 
1. Sensorimotor Stage (birth to 2 years) 

• Baby spends most of its time on senses (touching, feeling) and movement (arms, legs, etc) 
• The baby touches and feels things, then makes associations with them (good, bad, soft, hard, cold, etc) 
• Object Permanence:  A child at this stage does not realize that things are not “gone” if they go out of 

sight.  They don’t realize that things are real and exist by themselves.  Before 6 months of age child 
will not continue to search for an object that is “hidden.”    

2. Preoperational Stage (2 – 7 years) 
• Children develop language very fast and use it often 
• Role playing and make-believe playing becomes important for development  



• Reversibility: Ability to see things from someone else’s point of view.  A child at this stage lacks this 
ability.  They are very egocentric. (3 + 4 = 7, can’t do 4 + 7)  

  (Madison talking on phone “I got this grandma!” Holds up toy)  
• Conservation: The mass of an object stays the same even though its size has changed.  (pouring Kool-

Aid in a taller glass example) Children cannot understand this concept at this age. 
• Theory of mind:  being able to infer others intentions and emotions.  (see band-aid example in book)  
• Centration: Only being able to focus on one detail.  A child is given a piece of pie smaller than his 

brother.  He may get excited if you cut the piece in two because now he has “more” than his brother.  
He is only focused on the number not the relevant fact that it is still smaller than his brother.  

• Animism: Everything is Alive  
3. Concrete Operational Stage (7 – 11 years) 

• The world becomes fixed and real, children can use logic and can understand conservation and 
reversibility 

• Children look at things in black and white, gray areas are difficult 
• Vygotsky’s Theory: child cognitive development is depended on people being there (teachers).  

Children develop more when someone asks them leading questions in a process called scaffolding. In 
scaffolding the more highly skilled person gives more help at the beginning and then begins to 
withdrawal. Vygotsky also proposed that each child has a zone of proximal development (ZPD).  So 
if a child can do 4th grade work on his own but 6th grade work with an adult, the child’s ZPD is 2 years.        

4. Formal Operational Stage (11 years and on) 
• Can deal with grey areas and symbolic thought 
• Issues like personal rights, truth, morals and justice become more important 

 
Some people begin to lose concerns of formal stage. So may peak in adolescents.  
 
Try testing a younger brother or sister with concepts like reversibility and conservation.  Do they match up? 
 
Critical Periods  
A specific time period in development when a particular can be learned.  The learning must take place during 
this period, or it will not take place at all.  
(Ex. A person must learn a foreign language by the age of 12 or they will never master the accent.  A person 
must learn to ice skate, play a musical instrument, etc. early on or they will never be as good as they good 
have been.) 
 
Imprinting 
The first moving object a gosling or duckling sees will be it’s “mom” and follow it from that point on.  Studies 
have been done showing that they will imprint to humans, a box on wheels, and pretty much anything that will 
move.  Unlike birds though humans do not imprint on the first thing it sees.   
 
Attachment  
At about 6-8 months babies exhibit stranger anxiety. This is normal development and shows attachment to 
caregiver.  At about 18 months separation anxiety peaks.  
 
Harlow Monkey experiment  
Historically psychologists theorized that babies attached to the caregiver that met it’s physiological needs.  By 
accident Psychologists Harry and Margaret Harlow realized something else.  They were conducting a study 
where they were breeding monkeys for a learning study.  To equalize infant experiences and isolate any 
disease, they removed the monkeys from their moms.  They found that the monkeys attached to a terry cloth 
and would get distraught when the cloth was removed for cleaning.  This went against the old theory of 
attachment. So they did a new study - They took baby monkeys and raised them with 2 mommies. 1 that 
provided food – remember they thought this is the one that the monkey would go to for comfort (attach) 
because you need food to survive. The other monkey was just there for touch. It was covered by a terry cloth.  



When scared the monkeys would go to Mommy 2 for comfort.  If scared and the terrycloth mom was not there 
the monkeys would show signs of terror. 

• Contact Comfort 
 
Attachment Differences 
In the 1960s Mary Ainsworth devised a procedure called A Strange Situation, to observe attachment 
relationship between a caregiver and child. Children were placed in an unfamiliar situation and Ainsworth 
observed the behavior and that when the parent was present and returned. On the basis of their behaviors 
children can be categorized into three groups. 

1. Secure Attachment – While mother is present will freely explore a new situation, will engage 
with strangers, will be visibly upset when the mother departs and happy to see mother return.  
**Will not engage with stranger if mother is not in the room**  
2. Anxious-Ambivalent – the child is anxious even if the mother is present.  When the mother 
departs child is very distressed BUT the child will be ambivalent when she returns.  Seeking to 
remain close to the mom but resentful and resistant when the mother initiates attention.  May even 
hit or push mom away when she approaches and fail to cling to her when she picks the child up.  
3. Anxious-Avoidant  – the child will avoid or ignore the mother.  Show little or no emotion 
when mother leaves or returns.  Child may run away from mom when she approaches and fail to 
cling to her when picked up.  Strangers are treated the same as mom.  Child will not explore room 
regardless who is there.  Very little emotional range exhibited by child.    

  
Monkeys that are not handled while they are growing up later become cold, aloof and unfriendly. This also 
happens to stray cats and other animals. In humans, this is known as unattachment. It is thought to be a factor 
in sociopathic behavior. The effects are devastating. Babies that are not touched, held, and comforted can 
actually die. At the very least, these babies often grow up with adjustment problems  
 
Orphan Study  
In some orphanages without enough human workers babies can suffer severe consequences.   In one study up 
to 37% of the babies died although they were given food, water, shelter, etc.  Because they weren’t touched, 
held, talked to, comforted, etc. they just died.  It is called lack of thriving.    
 
Feral Children  
Children supposedly found in the wild, raised by animals.  In this context it is a myth.  Animals will either eat 
or ignore human babies.  On the other hand feral children can refer to kids raised in extreme neglect.   
 
3 Basic Parenting Styles  
In studies conducted by Diana Baumrind, comparing parenting styles to childhood behaviors show some 
interesting things.  Two dimensions of child rearing emerged.  Demandingness and Responsiveness.  The 
various combinations of these two dimensions resulted in four types of parenting styles.   
1. Permissive  

• Tend to let children “do as they please” 
• Parents are usually highly responsive but make little if no demands  
• These parents make few rules and do not enforce them 
• Children from these families often lack self-control, are more aggressive and immature and have 

trouble making good decisions for themselves. 
• Preschoolers had difficulty controlling their impulses and are disobedient and rebellious.  They are 

also overly dependent on adults.  Nonachieving behavior is especially shown in boys    
2. Dictatorial/Authoritarian 

• Rigid, strict and demanding parents that require respect “Because I said so” 
• Children have very little input, parents don’t allow them to make decisions 
• Children from these families often have trouble making decisions, are moody, have poor self esteem 

and have trouble getting along with others 



• As preschoolers they are anxious, withdrawn and unhappy.  Boys show high rates of anger and 
defiance while girls are dependant, lacking in exploration and retreat from challenging tasks.   

3. Authoritative 
• Puts the parents in the role of authority figure, but not dictator 
• Make reasonable demands and encourage participation in family decisions 
• Parents do make the rules, but they get input from the kids, and are caring and want what is best  
• Help children make their own decisions and don’t ignore important issues 
• Children in this atmosphere tend to be self reliant, good decision makers, friendly and self confident.  

They also tend to take responsibility for their own actions.  Girls especially score high in independence 
and desire to master new tasks while guys show more cooperative behavior.   

4. Uninvolved  
• Bordering on neglect  
• Very rare 

 
Be careful to remember that correlation is not causation. 

Relationships with Peers  
Two-year-olds play with the same toys that their playmates do but do not interact with one another. By age 
four, children begin to interact socially through play. In the final stages of the preschool years, children learn 
to cooperate or compete. Schoolchildren develop friendships based on feelings. Children who do not develop 
friendships have problems later in life.  
 
 

Adolescence HW pg 164 - 174 
 
The years between childhood and adulthood make up the period called adolescence. This period usually starts 
around 11 or 12, and ends around18-19.  
 
Although adolescence generally describes a period of intense physical changes (puberty, etc.) it is really a 
social constructed stage.  
 
Adolescence is due to 3 things that set children apart from adults  
1. Juvenile Delinquent Laws (restricted ability to be prosecuted, also curfews)  
2. Child labor laws (restricted working hours)  
3. Compulsory education (must go to school until 16)  
 
Spotlight effect – Adolescents belief that everyone is watching them  
Personal Fable – Nothing bad can happen to me  
 
Role of Hormones  
1.90% of sexual maturity occurs after puberty- this accounts for the fact that people in this stage are often 
preoccupied with sexuality  
2. Effects can include acne, increased perspiration, rapid growth spurts  
3. Increased moodiness is not necessarily related to hormones  
4. Girls experience growth spurts earlier than boys, and at some points, have more muscle than boys their age  
 
Who is more mature?  
1. Girls mature first (physically). By age 14, girls have matured fairly completely. Boys lag behind by about 2 
to 3 years  
2. No evidence that girls are mentally more mature than boys. Girls usually date boys who are older but this is 
due to a variety of factors such as-  

• The fact that young girls are often physically taller than boys their age  



• The fact that society pushes girls to date older boys and makes it acceptable for boys to date younger 
girls  

 
Early maturer vs. Late maturer  
Early mature = 1.5 years ahead of the average. Late = 1.5 years behind.  
1. Girls who are early maturers are often self-conscious about looking different from their friends. It is a 
disadvantage for girls.  
2. Boys who are early maturers have an advantage. They often gain self-esteem from looking older or more 
"manly" 
 
Weight: What's the skinny?  
1. Concern about weight is a major problem for adolescence.  
2. Weight and body image is more a problem for women than men, but still a problem  

a. In a study done at U of M men and women were put in a swim suit or a sweater to complete a math 
test.  Women but not men wearing the swim suit triggered self-consciousness and they did worse on 
the math test.  

3. Society has created an image of an ideal female that is, in reality, unhealthy  
a. Miss Sweden 1950's average- 5'7" and around151 lbs. 

Miss Sweden 1990's average- 5'9", 109 lbs. (Technically underweight)  
b. This ideal weight issue is very problematic. At least 75 % of women today feel that they "could lose 

a few pounds"  
4. Culture definitely has a role in eating disorders and body image.  In much of Africa where thinness can 

signal poverty, AIDS, and hunger and the prosperous are plump, bigger is better.  
5. Being somewhat overweight is not nearly as risky as the attempt to become too thin (Bulimics vs. Anorexic) 
 
Rites of Passage  
Varies by culture (Jewish people celebrate bar mitzvahs at 13, etc.) but all involve a ceremony of some type 
that lets the community know that the person IS now an adult.  

a. We do not have many rites of passage in the U.S., therefore teenagers often form subcultures or cliques 
to compensate 

 
Conformity  
1. Because adolescents are left to fend for themselves socially they often form small groups that are somewhat 
exclusive.  
a. This is done because nobody wants to be socially alone 
2. Groups differ in their size and degree of exclusiveness  

a. Crowd: large group with relatively loose rules, shared interests and similar dress.  
b. Clique: very tight knit group, higher conformity, usually has limited membership and certain ways 
of dress and behavior. Usually centers on school related activities 
c. Gang: Very strict, very tight knit, high conformity, limited membership. Often centers on rebellious 
or antisocial activities  

3. The need to conform to the group in terms of dress and language is highest around the start of adolescence 
(12-13), begins to decline around 16, and then disappears around 18. 
  
Is Conflict with our Parents unnatural?  
1. No. In fact, many studies believe it is necessary and happens for a reason  

a. Many feel that teenagers have a biological "push" to separate from parents  
• Many animals leave their parents once they are old enough to reproduce 
• Immediately after adolescence, monkeys, and wolves often challenge the dominant 

members of their clan  
b. In many societies, when children reach a certain age, they live in separate houses from their parents.   

• It is only in recent history that children have stayed with their parents after going through 
adolescence.  



• This is largely due to economics- young adults cannot afford to be independent at such an 
early age anymore (college, higher costs, etc.)  

 
Kohlberg’s Theory of Moral Development 
Moral development is the development of ideas about right and wrong.  It seems to follow a series of stages. 
1. Preconventional Level (Usually younger than 9) 

Stage 1 – Punishment and Obedience  
• Morality is determined by the sheer power of outside authority 
• Children worry about getting punished.  They usually to not understand complexities 

behind decisions to punish or not 
• Children obey to avoid punishment 

Stage 2 – Pleasure – Seeking  
• “You scratch my back, I’ll scratch yours.”  Children are self centered and see things only 

from their perspective 
• Desire to further one’s own interests.   

2. Conventional Level (Early adolescence, possibly longer) 
Stage 3 – Approval – Seeking   

• Focuses on expectations of others as the major motivation for doing what is right or wrong. 
(eg. “They will be disappointed in me”) 

Stage 4 – Law and Order or Authority  
• Morality is based on respect for authority, doing one’s duty and following social roles 
• People take into account the intention of an act. (“They didn’t mean to do it”) 
• Some people never make it past this stage 

3. Postconventional Level (11 years + or never) 
Stage 5 – Social Contract  

• Support of rules is based on rational analysis and mutual agreement 
• Rules can be negotiated, but are followed for the good of other and to uphold principles 
• Rules may be broken to protect someone’s rights  

Stage 6 – Universal Moral Principles  
• Personal ethics and human rights come into the foreground 
• People tend to look beyond themselves and into the “bigger picture” 
• A high value is placed on justice, equality and dignity  
• Only about 20% of adults reach this stage  

 
EX. After a shipwreck, 11 men are in a lifeboat.  1 rich, 10 poor.  You can save either the 1 rich man 
or the 10 poor men 
 
Preconventional Answer:  “the 1 rich man because he will give me a reward 
Conventional Answer :  “The 10 men, people would think I was horrible if I didn’t” 
Postconventional Answer: “The 10 men, human life has a value regardless of wealth” 

 
Carol Gilligan 

• In response to Kohlberg 
• Morality for women  
• We base our decisions on caring and upholding relationships – which place us on conventional  
• Women see “we or us” while men are “I or me”   



What would you do? 
 
Please answer the following questions truthfully.  MAKE SURE YOU SAY WHY OR WHY NOT FOR 
EACH QUESTION! 
 
1. After a shipwreck, 11 men are in a lifeboat.  1 rich, 10 poor.  You can save either the 1 rich man or the 10 
poor men.  Which do you choose and why? 
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
2. You are a student assistant for a teacher you like.  Your best friend is in that teacher’s class and is doing 
poorly.  Your friend asks you to change a grade on a test they did poorly on.  Would you do it or not?  Why? 
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. You are on a jury in which a group of people are suing a huge corporation for dumping chemicals in a 
nearby stream that may have resulted in many cases of cancer.  One night you are approached by someone 
who promises you $1,000,000 if you find the company not guilty.  Would you do it or not?  Why? 
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. You have the job of hiring someone new at your job.  Two people have applied one who is your friend and 
another person who is better qualified for the job.  Who do you give the job to and why? 
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. Three of your close friends have created an offensive website that attacks students and teachers.  The 
principle wants to know who did it and you are the only one who knows.  The principle sees you in the hall 
and asks if you know anything about the website.  Would you turn in your friends or lie about it? Why?  
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Looking at the results Answer the following questions.  
What level of Kohlberg did your answers place you at? _______________________________________ 
 
Do you agree with this assessment?  Do you think you are more or less morally developed?  EXPLAIN 
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Are you happy with your morality right now or would you like to improve it? EXPLAIN 
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________



Adulthood HW pg 175-194 
 
Physical Changes  
 Abilities peak and begin a gradual (1% a year) decline 
 Women go through menopause – hormonal and reproductive changes 
 
Social Changes centers around  
1. Mate selection 
American society values romantic love very highly.  
Romantic love: intense physical attraction and excitement, and a feeling one has found an ideal mate. 
However -  
 
In many societies throughout the world, parents still act as matchmakers for their children. They believe 
children are too impractical to be trusted. As a rule, parents look for mates of roughly equal social status. 
Often arranged marriages include handing over sums of money, property, or even a mediator.  
 
About 80% percent of Americans marry at some time, though the age at which people get married has 
been increasing slowly.  
 
Social restrictions and pressures  
We are pushed toward "appropriate" marriages, even if we do not realize it. In some instances, this may be 
overt, like arranged marriages. In our society, these pressures are more covert (hidden/behind the scenes) 
American parents may push their children to select certain mates at an appropriate age. They may move into 
neighborhoods and school districts where their sons or \ daughters will meet the kind of mates their parents 
like.  
 
Endogamy: marrying within one's social category 
Our mate is usually a lot like us, and often comes from the same geographical area.  
Studies show that most people tend to marry within their own religious, geographic, ethnic, and social class 
category.  
 
**Love is characterized as an intense emotion that strikes wherever it wants. However, in reality, "love" is 
extremely selective and is guided very strongly by class, income,education, and racial and religious 
backgrounds.  
 
People usually marry someone within 2 years of their age. 80% of men marry a woman the same age or 
slightly younger than them. The average age of marriage is 25 for men, and 23.1 for women.  
 
The Marriage Gradient  
There is one exception to the rule that people marry other people like them.  
Marriage Gradient: Men are willing to marry women who are a little bit below them in social status, 
provided they have other desirable characteristics.  
 
The marriage gradient causes problems for men at the bottom of the social scale, and for women at the top.  
Men at the bottom cannot find anyone "below" them, and women at the top find few men "above" them.  
 
 



Mate retention tactics (How we keep our mate)  
Men and women vary greatly in the tactics they use to keep their partners interested in them and keep other people 
away from their mate. The longer a person thinks the relationship will last the more likely they are to use the 
following tactics.  
 
Men       Women 
Resource Display (money, status)    Physical enhancement  
Vigilance (monitoring whereabouts, etc.)   Emotional Manipulation (I can’t live without you) 
Monopolizing mate’s time    Jealousy induction (talking to other males)  
Intrasexual threats (give dirty looks to another   Derogation of competition (rip on them) 

man looking at mate)      
Physical Violence (fear tactics)  
Public shows of affection (arm around mate)  
 
2. Parenting 
3. Career selection 
 
Later years 

1. Retirement  
2. Social Isolation 
3. Intelligence 

a. Crystallized intelligence – facts, knowledge, memories – continues to increase 
b. Fluid intelligence – speed to solve problems decrease  
c. Dementia and Alzheimer’s – AcH 

4. Senile – dementia due to stroke, tumor, or aging process 
 
Please add  
Menopause, Perimenopause and Andropause  
 
Stages of Grief Associated with Dying  

1. Denial 
2. Anger 
3. Bargaining 
4. Depression 
5. Acceptance  

  


